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ABSTRACT
Facial attributes can provide rich ancillary information which can be utilized for different
applications such as targeted marketing, human computer interaction, and law enforce-
ment. This research focuses on facial attribute prediction using a novel deep learning
formulation, termed as R-Codean autoencoder. The paper first presents Cosine similarity
based loss function in an autoencoder which is then incorporated into the Euclidean dis-
tance based autoencoder to formulate R-Codean. The proposed loss function thus aims to
incorporate both magnitude and direction of image vectors during feature learning. Fur-
ther, inspired by the utility of shortcut connections in deep models to facilitate learning
of optimal parameters, without incurring the problem of vanishing gradient, the proposed
formulation is extended to incorporate shortcut connections in the architecture. The pro-
posed R-Codean autoencoder is utilized in facial attribute prediction framework which
incorporates patch-based weighting mechanism for assigning higher weights to relevant
patches for each attribute. The experimental results on publicly available CelebA and
LFWA datasets demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed approach in addressing this
challenging problem.
c© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
What Does Your Face Shape Say About You? 1
Is Your Personality Written All Over Your Face? 2
These are some questions among other common questions
related to facial attributes. A face image can provide multitude
of information such as identity, gender, race, apparent age, and
expression. While gender, race, and age estimation from face
images are well explored research problems, estimating other
attributes such as hair color, nose shape, eye shape, and attrac-
tiveness is also getting attention. Predicting facial attributes
has several unique applications ranging from focused digital
marketing to law enforcement. Facial attribute prediction has
an important application in the domain of online marketing,
where targeted advertisements or products can be shown to a
user based on his/her physical features and appearance. The in-
creasing usage and access of computing devices (laptops, mo-
bile phones) and Internet facilities has also led to the availabil-
ity of abundant unlabeled data, which requires tagging in or-
der to utilize facial attributes for meaningful tasks. Further,
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Fig. 1: Sample images from the CelebA dataset (Liu et al., 2015) demonstrating
intra-class variations for different attributes. The first row corresponds to the
smile, second to young, and third to attractive.
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2Table 1: Literature review of techniques used in facial attribute prediction.
Authors Algorithm DatasetsUsed
Classification
Accuracy (Avg.)
Kumar et al. (2009) Hand crafted features and RBF SVMs as classifiers LFW 83.62%
Chung et al. (2012) Supervised DBN for attribute classification LFW 86.00%
Berg and Belhumeur
(2013) Local part based features termed as POOF and linear SVMs LFW 83.00%
Luo et al. (2013) Sum Product Network for prediction of attributes LFW 87.90%
Liu et al. (2015) Image localization deep CNN, followed by another deep CNNfor prediction
CelebA,
LFWA 87.00%, 84.00%
Huang et al. (2016) CNN based model to address the problem of class imbalanceduring training CelebA 84.00%
Ehrlich et al. (2016) Multi Task RBMs for learning a joint feature representation forattribute classification CelebA 87.00%
Wang et al. (2016) Siamese Network minimizing loss for face verification, followedby fine-tuning on CelebA dataset
CelebA,
LFWA 88.00%, 87.00%
Zhong et al. (2016a) Features extracted from off-the shelf deep CNN models and clas-sified using linear SVMs
CelebA,
LFWA 86.60%, 84.70%
Zhong et al. (2016b) Features extracted from intermediate layers of deep CNN andclassified using linear SVMs
CelebA,
LFWA 89.80%,85.90%
Rozsa et al. (2016) Treats attribute classification as a regression problem and usesMSE loss to train a VGG-16 topology CNN CelebA 90.80%
Rudd et al. (2016) CNN based model to perform multi task optimization with classimbalanced training data CelebA 90.94%
Hand and Chellappa
(2017) Multi-task deep CNN which also models attribute relationships.
CelebA,
LFWA
Avg. accuracy
not reported
facial attributes can be used as ancillary (or soft) information
for face recognition systems, and can help in reducing the iden-
tity search space. Existing research in the literature has shown
substantial improvement upon incorporating ancillary informa-
tion for the task of person identification (Kumar et al., 2009;
Samangouei et al., 2015; Mittal et al., 2017). Fig. 1 presents
some sample images from the Celeb Faces Attributes (CelebA)
Dataset (Liu et al., 2015). Each row contains images corre-
sponding to a single attribute. The challenging nature of the
problem in terms of high intra-class variations can be observed
from these sample images.
1.1. Related Work
Kumar et al. (2009), in one of the initial works on facial at-
tribute analysis, extracted hand crafted features such as edge
magnitudes and gradient directions from facial regions and used
the feature vector as input to a Support Vector Machine for at-
tribute classification. Later, Berg and Belhumeur (2013) pro-
posed to extract local part based features termed as POOF fol-
lowed by linear SVMs for each attribute. In 2012, deep learn-
ing was explored by Chung et al. (2012), where a deep attribute
network was built over Deep Belief Networks trained in a su-
pervised manner. Later, Liu et al. (2015) proposed a two stage
training approach for addressing the task of facial attribute pre-
diction. Given an unconstrained face image, localization was
performed using a deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
trained in a weakly supervised manner, followed by another
CNN for learning feature representation and classification. In
2016, Wang et al. (2016) proposed a Siamese network which
aimed at minimizing the error for the task of face verification.
Inspired by the advancements in deep learning models, Zhong
et al. (2016a,b) also demonstrated that off-the-shelf features
learned by CNN models pre-trained on massive facial identi-
ties, can effectively be adapted for attribute classification. The
learned representations are provided as input to a binary linear
SVM trained directly for all levels of representations to classify
face attributes. The task of facial attribute prediction has also
been posed as regression problem (Rozsa et al., 2016), where
the authors adopt a 16 layer VGG topology while minimizing
the mean squared error loss. Huang et al. (2016) presented an
approach for learning deep representation of class imbalanced
data by incorporating triplet-header hinge loss in CNNs. Par-
allely, Rudd et al. (2016) proposed a custom loss function for
multiple attributes using a single Deep Convolutional Neural
Network. The authors utilized the VGG-16 topology and ob-
tained state-of-the-art classification results. Recently, Hand and
Chellappa (2017) also proposed deep multi task CNNs for per-
forming attribute classification. Some existing techniques for
facial attribute prediction have been summarized in Table 1.
31.2. Research Contributions
In this research, we propose a novel deep learning formula-
tion for facial attribute prediction in the wild. The key contri-
butions of this research are as follows:
• A novel Residual Cosine Similarity and Euclidean Dis-
tance based autoencoder, termed as R-Codean autoen-
coder is proposed. Unlike traditional autoencoders, the
proposed formulation incorporates both direction and
magnitude information at the time of feature extraction
along with shortcut connections, thereby resulting in a
residual network,
• The proposed R-Codean autoencoder is utilized to present
a facial attribute prediction framework. The framework
incorporates a patch-based weighting mechanism for pro-
viding higher weight to certain face patches for a given
attribute,
• Experimental results on the Celeb Faces Attributes
(CelebA) and Labeled Faces in the Wild Attributes
(LFWA) datasets (Liu et al., 2015) illustrate the efficacy
of the proposed model by achieving comparable results to
existing deep Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) mod-
els.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: the fol-
lowing section presents the proposed R-Codean autoencoder,
followed by the proposed framework for facial attribute predic-
tion in Section 3. Section 4 provides the details about the ex-
perimental protocol and evaluations, which is followed by the
conclusions of this research.
2. Proposed Residual Cosine Euclidean Autoencoder
The proposed R-Codean autoencoder is built using a custom
loss function which combines the traditionally used Euclidean
distance measure with the Cosine similarity. The proposed loss
function ensures that the model minimizes the loss between the
input and the reconstructed sample not only in terms of magni-
tude, but also in terms of direction. To the best of our knowl-
edge, this is the first work which incorporates cosine loss into
the feature learning process of an autoencoder. The proposed
model also incorporates residual shortcut connections (He et al.,
2016) of two kinds (symmetric and cross) into an autoencoder.
2.1. Euclidean Distance based Autoencoder
The autoencoder model is an unsupervised deep learning ar-
chitecture used for learning representations of the given data
(Vincent et al., 2010). It is a special kind of neural network,
where the input is also the target output. The objective of the
model is to learn representations, such that the model is able to
reconstruct the input from the learned representation. A single
layer autoencoder consists of an encoding weight matrix (We)
and a decoding weight matrix (Wd). For an input sample x, the
loss function of an autoencoder is thus formulated as:
arg min
Wd,We
‖x −Wd φ(Wex) ‖22 (1)
Fig. 2: Diagrammatic representation of a single layer autoencoder with input x,
learned representation z, and reconstructed input x′.
where, φ corresponds to a non-linear activation function such
as sigmoid or tanh. Here, Wex corresponds to the learned rep-
resentation for the input x. The decoding weight matrix Wd can
optionally be constrained by Wd = WeT , in which case the au-
toencoder is said to have tied weights. The above loss function
corresponds to the mean squared error, or the Euclidean dis-
tance based loss for the autoencoder. Based on the above loss
function, the model aims to minimize the reconstruction error
(i.e. the error between the input x and the reconstructed sam-
ple (Wdφ(Wex)) in order to learn meaningful representations.
Fig. 2 presents a single layer autoencoder with x as input, z
as the representation, and x′ as the reconstructed sample. In
an attempt to learn richer feature representations, Stacked Au-
toencoders (Vincent et al., 2010) are proposed, where multiple
autoencoders are stacked on top of each other. The representa-
tion learned by the first autoencoder is provided as input to the
second autoencoder which further learns higher level features.
Due to the large number of parameters, deep autoencoders or
stacked autoencoders are often trained in a greedy layer-by-
layer manner, where only a single autoencoder is trained at a
time (Bengio et al., 2006).
2.2. Cosine Similarity based Autoencoder
Cosine similarity based minimization techniques have exten-
sively been used in document modeling and retrieval (Gross-
man and Frieder, 2012; Lafferty and Zhai, 2001). Document
retrieval techniques aim to model the underlying distribution
of keyword occurrences, as opposed to the actual count of the
words. A similar analogy can be drawn for structured images
such as faces, where cosine based similarity measure can be
used for modeling the underlying distribution of the pixel val-
ues, as opposed to calculating the distance between their ac-
tual pixel intensities. To further explain, Fig. 3 presents four
4Fig. 3: Sample images illustrating the effectiveness of Euclidean distance and
Cosine similarity under varying conditions. De corresponds to the Euclidean
distance between two images, while Dc corresponds to the cosine distance.
Cosine distance is computed as 1−Cosine S imilarity. It can be observed that for
samples having slight pose variations, with constant illumination, the Euclidean
distance is able to model the similarity well, however, in case of illumination
variations, the Cosine similarity is able to encode the similarity better. A lower
distance measure corresponds to a higher similarity.
face images of the same subject. We compute the correspond-
ing Euclidean distance (De) and Cosine distance (Dc)3 between
the pixel values of image pairs. Since the values correspond
to the distance scores, a smaller value represents more simi-
lar images. It can be observed that when the images are of
the same intensity range and contain pose variations, Euclidean
distance is able to model their similarity more effectively as
compared to Cosine distance. On the other hand, when two
images have variations in the intensity range, even with same
pose, Euclidean distance is not able to encode the similarity.
However, Cosine distance is able to model the similarity per-
fectly by producing a distance score of 0.00. Inspired by these
observations, along with the properties of the Cosine similarity
metric and its applicability in high dimensional feature space,
we extend the formulation of traditional autoencoder to Cosine
similarity based autoencoder. Cosine similarity based loss func-
tion helps the model to learn direction based features (built on
the underlying distribution of pixel values) as opposed to the
magnitude (pixel intensities). The loss function of a Cosine
similarity based autoencoder is defined as:
`Cos = − x · (Wdφ(Wex))‖x‖22 × ‖Wdφ(Wex)‖22
(2)
where, x is the input to the autoencoder and Wdφ(Wex) is the
reconstructed input learned by the autoencoder. As mentioned
previously, We and Wd represent the encoding and decoding
weights of the autoencoder, respectively. It is important to note
that since the Cosine metric is a similarity metric, a negative
sign has been incorporated in the loss function in order to de-
crease the overall distance, or reconstruction error of the model.
3Cosine similarity is converted into a distance measure as Dc = 1 − S c,
where S c is the Cosine similarity.
The above equation minimizes the angle between the input and
it’s reconstruction by minimizing the cosine distance between
the two. This model is especially useful for handling images
with brightness or contrast variations.
2.3. Proposed R-Codean Autoencoder
In order to learn feature representations based on both direc-
tion and magnitude, we combine the Euclidean distance based
loss function with the Cosine similarity based loss function, and
a Cosine Euclidean (Codean) Autoencoder is proposed. The
loss function of the model is formulated as:
`Codean = α × `Euc + β × `Cos + λR (3)
here, the first term corresponds to the Euclidean loss (Eq. 1),
the second term refers to the Cosine loss (Eq. 2), and the third
term corresponds to a regularization constraint. α, β, and λ are
the regularization parameters controlling the weight given to
each individual term. The above equation helps the autoencoder
learn a representation which minimizes both, the magnitude by
the Euclidean loss and the direction by the Cosine similarity
between the input and reconstructed sample. As explained pre-
viously (from Fig. 3), the Euclidean distance ensures that slight
variations in pose in the reconstructed sample are handled by
the autoencoder, while the Cosine distance handles illumination
variations. For a single layer model, with input x, Eq. 3 with
`1-norm regularization on the encoding weight matrix, can be
expanded as follows:
`Codean = α × ‖x − (Wdφ(Wex))‖22 − β ×
x · (Wdφ(Wex))
‖x‖22 × ‖Wdφ(Wex)‖22
+λ × ‖We‖1
(4)
The `1-norm regularization helps learn sparse feature represen-
tations for the given input, thereby retaining meaningful latent
variables during the feature learning process. The above equa-
tion depicts a single layer Codean autoencoder, which can eas-
ily be extended for k layers as follows:
`Codean = α × ‖x − g ◦ f (x)‖22 − β ×
x · (g ◦ f (x))
‖x‖22 × ‖g ◦ f (x)‖22
+λ ×
k∑
i=1
∥∥∥Wie∥∥∥1 (5)
where, f (x) is the encoder function, such that f (x) =
Wke ...φ(W2e(φ(W1e x))) and g(x) is the decoder function, such
that g(x) = W1d(...(W
k−1
d (W
k
dx))). Since the above loss func-
tion contains large number of parameters, training the entire
model together results in the problem of vanishing gradients.
Further, inspired by the analysis that adding shortcut connec-
tions facilitates learning of deeper networks, along with result-
ing in the network imitating the performance of multiple shal-
low networks (Veit et al., 2016), we next propose to incorporate
shortcut connections in Codean to learn robust feature repre-
sentations.
5Fig. 4: Shortcut connection between two layers, representing the concept of
residual learning.
2.4. Residual Learning in Codean Autoencoder: R-Codean
Residual deep learning framework is introduced by He et al.
(He et al., 2016) for Convolutional Neural Networks. The au-
thors have observed that learning deeper models resulted in a
higher error rate, as compared to their shallower counterpart.
Since the aim of learning deeper models is to learn higher level
features with each increasing layer, shortcut (or skip) connec-
tions are introduced in an attempt to reduce the overall error
and facilitate better learning. The introduction of shortcut con-
nections in deep networks thus results in creation of residual
networks. Let H(x) be the mapping to be learned by a model on
an input x. Now, instead of learning H(x), the residual network
is made to learn the mapping F(x), where F(x) is given by:
F(x) = H(x) − x (6)
The input (x) is then added back to F(x), effectively learning
H(x). Residual learning as described above helps to overcome
the input degradation (or vanishing gradient) problem in deep
networks. In the ith layer of a neural network having weight ma-
trix as Wi, the residual learning framework can be incorporated
with a building block defined as:
y = F(x,Wi) + x (7)
here, x and y are the input and output vectors of the ith layer.
The function F(x,Wi) represents the mapping to be learned.
Fig. 4 presents a sample residual network of two layers.
In the proposed Codean autoencoder model, two types of
shortcut (or skip) connections have been introduced in order to
create the proposed Residual Codean (R-Codean) Autoencoder.
The concept of residual learning has been incorporated in the
autoencoder model by including cross and symmetric shortcut
connections. As shown in Fig. 5, cross shortcut connections are
overlapping connections which are made between the alternate
layers of the network. Such connections help in preventing the
input degradation problem in deep networks. Symmetric skip
connections are non-overlapping connections created at a larger
distance between the encoder and decoder of the same autoen-
coder. Symmetric shortcut connections help in passing the im-
age details forward, thereby improving the reconstruction pro-
Fig. 5: Cross and symmetric shortcut (skip) connections in the proposed resid-
ual autoencoder model.
cess of the autoencoder. Both these connections help in improv-
ing the gradient flow which further enables the model to con-
verge to the optimal parameters. Incorporating these shortcut
connections in the Codean autoencoder model described above
results in the proposed R-Codean Autoencoder for learning ro-
bust feature representations.
3. Proposed Facial Attribute Prediction Framework using
Residual Codean Autoencoder
The proposed R-Codean autoencoder is utilized for facial at-
tribute prediction. Fig. 6 presents the block diagram of the pro-
posed facial attribute prediction framework. The entire pipeline
can broadly be divided into the following components: (i) pre-
processing, (ii) feature extraction using R-Codean autoencoder,
and (iii) classification. Each step of the pipeline is explained in
detail in the following subsections.
3.1. Pre-processing of Images
For a given input sample, the image is geometrically normal-
ized and loose cropped to obtain the face region. The cropped
image is down-sampled to 64×64 and converted to grayscale. In
literature, it has often been observed that facial features are en-
coded both locally, and globally while performing face recog-
nition (Wong et al., 2011; Bharadwaj et al., 2016). Inspired
by these findings, a similar approach is followed for encod-
ing facial attributes by tessellating the input image into nine
equal overlapping patches (as shown in Fig. 6). The individ-
ual patches as well as the entire image are then used for feature
extraction.
3.2. Feature Extraction via Proposed R-Codean Autoencoder
The proposed R-Codean autoencoder is used for the task of
feature extraction. One R-Codean autoencoder model is trained
for each face image patch, and one for the entire image, thereby
resulting in ten independent models (nine patches + 1 full face).
Patch based feature learning enables the model to learn specific
characteristic of a particular facial region. These local features
can then be utilized for predicting face component-specific at-
tributes. Coupled with the learned representation over the entire
6Fig. 6: Illustrating the steps involved in the proposed attribute classification pipeline built upon the proposed Residual Cosine Euclidean (R-Codean) Autoencoder.
Fig. 7: Sample images from the CelebA dataset, along with a few attributes.
Each attribute is a binary attribute, having value either ‘1’ or ‘0’.
face image, the ten models provide a holistic (global) as well as
local representation of the input sample.
3.3. Weighted Patch-based Classification
A two-step classification approach is followed in the pro-
posed facial attribute prediction framework. In the first stage,
for each R-Codean autoencoder trained on each patch location
in the previous step, a two layer neural network classifier is
learned using sigmoid activation function in the output layer.
Therefore, ten neural networks are trained, one corresponding
to each R-Codean autoencoder, i.e., one for each facial patch
(9) and one for the full face. k probability scores are obtained
from the output layer of each neural network, where k corre-
sponds to the number of facial attributes in the dataset. In the
second stage, score fusion is performed by concatenating the
scores obtained from the ten neural networks to create a feature
vector of length 10 × k. This feature vector is then provided
as input to an ensemble of Neural Network, Random Decision
Forest, and Support Vector Machine for obtaining the final at-
tribute classification. In order to emulate the human tendency
of focusing on specific regions for certain attributes, a weighted
patch-based mechanism is also incorporated in the classifica-
tion framework. Patch-based weights are learned for each at-
tribute, such that relevant patches are given higher weights for
a given attribute. For instance, in case of wearing necktie at-
tribute, patches 7, 8, and 9 (shown in Figure 6) might contribute
higher in the decision making process, as opposed to the other
patches. Finally, max-voting is performed on the outputs of the
three classifiers in order to obtain the final decision.
3.4. Implementation Details
For all experiments, detected and normalized face images are
resized to 64 × 64 and converted to grayscale. Images are tes-
sellated in 3 × 3 overlapping patches of dimension 32 × 32.
10 R-Codean autoencoders having three hidden layers with di-
mensions [l, l, l], are trained on the face patches (and full face).
k corresponds to the dimension of the input vector. `1-norm
regularizer with λ = 0.01 is incorporated for learning a sparse
representation of the data. Each R-Codean autoencoder also
incorporates cross shortcut connections between the first and
third encoding layers, second encoding and first decoding layer,
third encoding and second decoding layer. Symmetric shortcut
connections are also introduced between the first encoding and
third decoding layer, second encoding and decoding layer, third
encoding and first decoding layer. R-Codean is optimized us-
ing the adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2014) with a decaying
learning rate. The initial learning rate was set to 0.001, which
decayed by a factor of ten whenever the training loss stagnated.
For each R-Codean autoencoder, a two hidden layer neural net-
work of dimension [ l2 ,
l
4 ] is learned in the first classification
stage. The autoencoders and neural networks utilize ReLU ac-
tivation function in their layers. The autoencoders are imple-
mented in Python based Keras framework (Chollet, 2015) and
the classifiers in Scikit-learn library (Pedregosa et al., 2011).
The source code will be made publicly available for the research
community.
4. Experimental Results and Analysis
The proposed approach is evaluated on large-scale Celeb
Faces Attributes (CelebA) and Labeled Faces in the Wild At-
tributes (LFWA) datasets (Liu et al., 2015). The CelebA dataset
contains 10,000 identities, each of which have twenty images.
Therefore, the dataset contains a total of 2,00,000 images.
LFWA contains 13,233 images pertaining to 5,749 subjects.
Each image in both the datasets is annotated with forty binary
face attributes such as Male, Young, Bangs, Gray Hair, and five
7Fig. 8: Bar graph illustrating the performance of the proposed framework in comparison with current state-of-the-art technique (Zhong et al., 2016b) and stacked
autoencoder. Accuracies have been reported for all 40 attributes for the CelebA dataset.
Table 2: Comparison with state-of-the-art and existing methods on CelebA and
LFWA datasets. Accuracy corresponds to the mean accuracy obtained over all
the attributes.
Architecture CelebA LFWA
Stacked Autoencoder + NNET 85.60% 76.22%
3-layer CNN + NNET 87.39% 82.37%
VGG-Face (Parkhi et al., 2015) +
NNET
85.30% 81.04%
Fine-tuned VGG-Face (Parkhi
et al., 2015) + NNET
87.45% 80.14%
ResNet (He et al., 2016) + NNET 84.03% 76.94%
Fine-tuned ResNet (He et al., 2016)
+ NNET
86.23% 78.98%
Zhong et al. (2016a) 86.80% 84.70%
Liu et al. (2015) 87.00% 84.00%
Wang et al. (2016) 88.00% 87.00%
Zhong et al. (2016b) 89.80% 85.90%
Rozsa et al. (2016) 90.80% -
Rudd et al. (2016) 90.94% -
Proposed 90.14% 84.90%
facial landmark key points. Fig. 7 presents some sample images
of CelebA dataset.
The efficacy of the proposed model has been evaluated on ex-
isting commonly used experimental protocols (Liu et al., 2015;
Tan et al., 2016; Gu¨nther et al., 2016; Zhong et al., 2016b).
For the CelebA dataset, the entire dataset is partitioned into
three parts, where the first 1,60,000 images are used to train
the autoencoders, and next 20,000 images are used to train the
ensemble classifier. The images of the remaining 1,000 iden-
tities (with 20,000 images) are used for testing. On the other
hand, LFWA dataset is divided into two, one partition is used
for training, while the second forms the test set.
4.1. Comparison with Other Deep Learning Models
The proposed facial attribute framework, built upon the pro-
posed R-Codean autoencoder yields an overall mean classifi-
cation accuracy of 90.14% and 84.90% over the 40 attributes
of CelebA and LFWA datasets, respectively. Table 2 presents
the mean accuracy of the proposed framework, along with other
comparative architectures. In order to compare the performance
of other deep model architectures, experiments are performed
using a Stacked Autoencoder, Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN), and existing state-of-the-art CNN models of ResNet
(He et al., 2016) and VGG-Face (Parkhi et al., 2015), while
using a neural network for classification. For VGG-Face and
ResNet, comparison has been performed with both pre-trained
models, as well as fine-tuned models. Fine-tuning is performed
on the pre-trained models using the training partition of each
dataset, while the Stacked Autoencoder model is trained from
scratch with the available training data. It can be observed that
the proposed R-Codean autoencoder based pipeline achieves an
improvement of more than 4% on the CelebA and 7% on the
LFWA database, as compared to stacked autoencoders. The
proposed pipeline also presents improved results as compared
to several existing state-of-the-art CNN models (with and with-
out fine-tuning). Specifically, an improvement of more than
4% is observed in comparison to the ResNet model, along with
similar results for VGG-Face features.
4.2. Comparison with State-of-the-Art Techniques
Comparison has also been performed with existing state-of-
the-art architectures present in the literature. Table 2 presents
the accuracies of recently proposed architectures, taken directly
from their publications. It can be observed that the proposed
R-Codean autoencoder based approach achieves a comparable
mean classification accuracy with respect to the current state-
of-the-art approach (Rudd et al., 2016) on the CelebA dataset.
It is important to note that while the existing architectures incor-
porate Convolutional Neural Networks in their pipeline, this is
the first work achieving comparable classification performance
using autoencoders. Training R-Codean autoencoder requires
only 20 seconds per epoch on a workstation powered with
8Table 3: Attribute classification accuracy (%) of all forty attributes of the CelebA dataset using the proposed facial attribute prediction framework.
Attribute Accuracy Attribute Accuracy Attribute Accuracy
5’o’ Clock Shadow 92.88 Arched Eyebrows 81.63 Attractive 79.67
Bags Under Eyes 83.15 Bald 99.52 Bangs 94.51
Big Lips 79.89 Big Nose 83.67 Black Hair 84.80
Blond Hair 94.97 Blurry 96.57 Brown Hair 82.97
Bushy Eyebrows 91.36 Chubby 95.51 Double Chin 96.45
Eyeglasses 98.18 Goatee 96.77 Gray Hair 97.92
Heavy Makeup 89.72 High Cheekbones 86.74 Male 95.87
Mouth S. Open 89.81 Mustache 96.31 Narrow Eyes 90.64
No Beard 94.64 Oval Face 76.55 Pale Skin 96.93
Pointy Nose 76.95 Receding Hairline 93.64 Rosy Cheeks 95.32
Sideburns 97.60 Smiling 92.83 Straight Hair 81.19
Wavy Hair 75.42 Wearing Earrings 82.65 Wearing Hat 97.93
Wearing Lipstick 91.96 Wearing Necklace 89.82 Wearing Necktie 95.88
Young 86.63 - - - -
Fig. 9: Samples illustrating the effect of weighted patch-based attribute classification. For certain attributes, specific regions are more focused and hence more
weights are assigned (learned). For example, in case of bald, high weight is associated with patches containing the head region of the face image, while low weight
is given to other parts of the image.
NVIDIA K20 GPU and 64GB RAM. Moreover, an unseen in-
put sample takes less than a second for the entire attribute pre-
diction pipeline. Table 3 provides the individual accuracy of
each attribute obtained on the CelebA dataset. Fig. 10 presents
the bar graph, depicting comparison with Zhong et al. (2016b)
and stacked autoencoder features over all 40 attributes. Since
the attribute-specific accuracy is not provided by Rozsa et al.
(2016) or Rudd et al. (2016), attribute wise comparison is not
possible.
4.3. Analysis of the Proposed Facial Attribute Prediction
Pipeline
In order to thoroughly evaluate the proposed R-Codean au-
toencoder based pipeline for facial attribute prediction, experi-
ments have been performed on the CelebA dataset to evaluate
each component of the same. Table 4 presents the mean classifi-
cation accuracies for different variations of the proposed frame-
work. To re-iterate, in the pre-processing component face tes-
sellation is performed, and models are trained for both full face,
as well as independent patches, in order to encode both local as
well global features. The framework is analyzed by learning
features on only the full face or the tessellated patches, instead
of both. As can be observed from Table 4, both the techniques
independently yield lower results as compared to their combi-
nation, thereby strengthening our hypothesis of utilizing both
local and global features for facial attribute prediction.
Further evaluations are performed on the R-Codean autoen-
coder model by understanding the effect of shortcut connec-
tions, and the combined loss function. As can be seen from Ta-
ble 4, removing residual shortcut connections from the model
results in a drop of around 3%. A similar drop in accuracy can
be observed upon incorporating only a single kind of shortcut
connection as opposed to both. In order to evaluate the effi-
cacy of the loss function of R-Codean autoencoder, where the
loss function is a combination of Euclidean distance (MSE), as
well as the Cosine distance, comparison has been performed
with models having only Cosine or Euclidean distance based
loss function as well. An increase of at most 5% is observed
upon incorporating the magnitude (Euclidean distance) as well
as the direction (Cosine distance) in the feature learning pro-
cess. At the classification level, the proposed framework uti-
lizes an ensemble of Neural Network, Support Vector Machine,
and Random Decision Forest. It can be observed from Table 4
that upon utilizing each of these classifiers independently, the
framework does not yield optimal results. An improvement of
close to 1.5% is observed upon using the proposed ensemble.
Comparison has also been performed to understand the effect
9Table 4: Evaluation of the proposed R-Codean based framework for performing
facial attribute classification on CelebA dataset.
Architecture Accuracy
Effect of Pre-Processing
Learning a Full Face Model Only 86.86%
Learning Patch-based Models Only 88.16%
Effect of Shortcut Connections
With Symmetric Connection only 87.90%
With Cross Connection Only 88.81%
With No Shortcut Connections 87.60%
Effect of Loss Function
With Euclidean Distance (MSE) only 88.30%
With Cosine Distance only 85.10%
Effect of Patch-based Weighting
Without Patch-based Weighting 89.42%
Effect of Classification Ensemble
Support Vector Machine Only 88.81%
Neural Network Only 88.30%
Random Decision Forest Only 88.84%
Proposed Framework with R-Codean 90.14%
of training data size on the proposed framework. As can be ob-
served from Fig. 10, even when only 50% of the entire training
set is used, the proposed framework yields a classification ac-
curacy of 87.83%, showcasing a drop of only 2.3%. This moti-
vates the utility of the proposed R-Codean based framework for
less training data as well.
To show the effect of learning weights in weighted patch-
based classification, Fig. 9 illustrates some sample attributes,
along with the associated weights. The values of weights lie
between 0 − 1 and the illustration is color coded, red corre-
sponds to 1 and blue corresponds to 0. It can be observed that
the learned weights are intuitive and the patches which relevant
to the given attribute are selected. For instance, in case of Wear-
ing Necktie, high weight is given to patches which contain the
lower portion of the image. The opposite of this is observed for
Bald, where high weight is observed for patches which contain
the head, while very low weight is associated with the lower
portion of the image.
Fig. 11 shows some sample images misclassified by the pro-
posed facial attribute prediction pipeline. Fig. 11(a) refers to
some sample false positives. These example show that large
variations in facial features make the task of facial attribute pre-
diction challenging. Variations in hairstyles across males and
females also lead to mis-classifications for attributes such as
male and wavy hair (Fig. 11 (a)). Fig. 11(b) also presents some
false negative samples of the proposed framework. It can be ob-
served that subjective attributes such as attractive and receding
hairline are difficult to encode in the trained model.
Fig. 10: Bar graph representing the accuracy of the proposed framework with
varying percentage of training data, for the CelebA dataset.
(a) False Positives (b) False Negatives
Fig. 11: Sample mis-classifications of the proposed facial attribute prediction
pipeline. (a) corresponds to the false positives, where the images in the first
row are falsely predicted as attribute male and second row is predicted to have
the attribute wavy hair. (b) refers to sample false negatives, where the first
row corresponds to the attribute attractive, and second row corresponds to the
attribute receding hairline.
5. Conclusion
This research aims to address the problem of facial attribute
prediction in the wild. A novel formulation for Residual Co-
sine Euclidean Autoencoder, termed as R-Codean has been pre-
sented for the same. The loss function of the proposed R-
Codean model consists of a Euclidean distance based term, and
a Cosine similarity based term. The model aims to learn rep-
resentations of the input data, such that the error in direction
and magnitude of the input and reconstructed sample is min-
imized. The Euclidean distance based component of the loss
function handles slight variations across pose more efficiently,
while the Cosine distance based component models the illumi-
nation variations better. Shortcut connections in the R-Codean
further ensure that optimal parameters are learned during the
feature learning process. An entire framework has been pre-
sented for performing facial attribute analysis, which encodes
local as well as global facial representations during feature
learning process, and also incorporates weighted patch-based
classification of attributes. Each component of the framework
has been analyzed in order to create the optimal framework for
facial attribute prediction. Experimental results on the CelebA
10
and LFWA datasets, and comparison with existing state-of-the-
art techniques demonstrate the efficacy of the proposed model.
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